
 Video games might be very popular, but there is a hidden dark secret behind their sly cover. Video 
game addiction is a real thing and has some serious consequences. First, there are many negative physical 
effects. Second, there are many negative cognitive effects. Finally, there are various problems caused by the 
ludic loop. Online video games can be addictive. 

 
There are numerous negative physical effects caused by playing too long. One of these includes pain, 

numbness, and tingling in the hand and arm. This condition is called carpal tunnel syndrome.  According to the 
article, “Virtual Worlds are Addictive and Time-Consuming,” players that spend an excess amount of playing can 
suffer from carpal tunnel syndrome. Secondly, hours and hours spent playing video games can lead to eye 
problems. Gamers can contract dry eyes or strained eyes from focusing on one area of their television for too 
long (“Virtual Worlds are Addictive and Time-Consuming”). That’s not all though. Playing video games for long 
periods of time can also lead to upper body pain. The article, “Virtual Worlds are Addictive and 
Time-Consuming,” states that, “Gamers can contract head, back, or shoulder aches associated with intense 
concentration while sitting in the same position for too long.” Clearly, large amounts of gaming can cause 
negative health effects.   

 
Secondly, there are many negative cognitive effects of playing 

video games too long. First off, when players don’t do well in the 
virtual game they are playing, they can experience very strong 
feelings. According to the article, “Virtual Worlds are Addictive and 
Time-Consuming,” some gamers that are forced off the game 
experience anger, violence, and depression. In addition, many 
gamers can’t stop thinking about video games even when they’ve put 
them down. Some gamers that are addicted spend massive amounts 
of time in their games which ends up consuming their thoughts even 
while they are not playing (“Virtual Worlds are Addictive and 
Time-Consuming”). Third, there have been reports that gamers can 
even forget about important aspects in their lives because they are so 
consumed with thoughts about their video games. In the article, 
“Virtual Worlds are Addictive and Time-Consuming,” it states, “A few 
gamers have neglected real world responsibilities and personal 
hygiene when they play.” Clearly, there are various negative cognitive 
effects of playing video games too long. 

 
Finally, the ludic loop is the source of addiction in video games. 

The ludic loop is the pattern of doing the same thing over and over 
because there is just enough of a reward to keep someone interested. 



First, in the article, “The Obsessioneers,” it states, “many video 
games are like gambling or slot machines.” This means that there is a 
bit of uncertainty at first but after it all lines up the player experiences 
a gigantic thrill or pleasure and they want to seek it again. Second, 
according to “The Obsessioneers,” some examples of games that hit 
the exact formula that gets people addicted are Flappy Bird and 
Candy Crush. These games have just enough of a positive reward for 
playing that people want to play them over and over again. Finally, the 
chemical dopamine can be linked to addiction. For example, many 
feel a short burst of a thrill when they pull down on a slot machine. 
When the icons stop spinning, they feel that they want to do it again. 
Every time this happens dopamine is released which is basically the 
pleasure part of the brain (“The Obsessioneers”). The feeling one gets 
when dopamine is released makes many come back time and time 
again to video games. Video game addiction can be traced back to 
the ludic loop.  


